The American Psychological Association (APA) referencing style is often used in some social sciences including Education, Psychology and Sociology. Similarly to the Harvard Referencing Style it uses an author /date format when citing. Full details of sources used and cited during your research should be provided alphabetically in an ordered bibliography at the end of your document.

**Note:** If you are asked to use APA style for referencing purposes, please follow your department’s specific recommendations.

### Citing one author or more than one author:

When citing one author, the surname of the author and the year of publication should be put into the text at the point after the citation is made. When citing two to five authors use all names in the citation. For six or more authors, use *et al.*

**Examples:**
- One Author: e.g. Mankiw (1998)
- Two Authors: Hill and Jones (2007)
- Three Authors: Tiernan, Morley and Foley (2006)
- Six or more Authors: Massart et al. (1990)

### Citing an Article or Chapter

For an article or a chapter title use capitals for the first word of the title and subtitle and any proper nouns.

**Examples:**

### Citing a Book

For books italicize the title. For author, provide surname and initial.

**Examples:**
- Format: Author Surname, Initials. (Year of Publication). *Title.* [in italics] Location: Publisher
Citing an Edited Book

For an edited book, place the editor in the Author spot and put in the abbreviation (Ed.) or (Eds.) after the last editor.


Citing an eBook

- Format: Author Surname, Initial. (Year). Title [in italics] [DX reader version]. Retrieved from URL

Citing an Electronic Journal article


Citing a Web Page

- Format: Author Surname, Initial. (Year of publication or last date updated) Title [in italics] Retrieved date of access, from URL

Citing Audio Visual Material including works of art and photographs.


- Format: Writer, Initial. (Copyright year). Title of song [recorded by Artist Surname, Initial if different from writer]. On Title of album [Medium of recording] Location: Label. (Date of recording if different from copyright date)
Example of a Bibliography using APA Referencing Style: